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Understand the process of conducting a strategic HR audit.



Discuss the difference between a strategic HR audit and a
functional/operational HR audit



Understand & utilize the HR audit report to implement change.



Make a strong business case to senior leadership to implement
recommendations of an HR Audit Report.

Agenda

The purpose of the HR Audit is to conduct an in depth analysis
of the HR function to identify areas of strength and weakness.
Conducting an audit involves comprehensive look at the
services and value HR brings to an organization.

Why an HR Audit?



Merger



Recent litigation



Recent change in strategy



Cost reduction goals



Organizational Restructuring



Perception that HR is not meeting needs



Part of a performance improvement
program



HR’s own need to improve operational
efficiency and organizational
effectiveness

What are the Drivers?

 Strategic

HR Audit - Alignment?

 Functional

HR Audit - Alignment?

 Operational

HR Audit - Alignment?

 Initiative/Project Audit

– Alignment?

How does HR Measure Up?

Brand performance

Market scale

Aligned organization

Develop compelling new brands and offers

4.

Build mainstream scale in five priority markets

7.

Focus on driving owner value

9.

Engage our people

5.

Sharpen our brand differentiation

5.

Expand upscale presence in major markets

8.

10.

Engage the wider community

6.

Deliver brand promise at the front line

6.

Develop more operations in selected key cities

Build our operational capability and share best
practice

Ensure HR Services to the front line enhance brand
performance and sharpen differentiation

Ensure HR is equipped to support growth in priority
markets

Ensure understanding of the skills and capabilities
required

Ensure employees are attracted, engaged and
retained

HR Dept. Vision & Positioning

HR
Enablers

HR
Objectives

Develop brand aligned
training programmes to
improve the quality of the
consumer offer and the
strength of the brand

Corporate and local
leadership programmes
to develop the key roles
and skills that drive
differential value

HR’s existing
programmes will support
growth ambitions with
resourcing and capability
requirements




HR build and maintain
market scale in the five
priority markets and
develop an effective
Franchise support model

To share knowledge
across brands and
regions and develop
effective HR processes
that enhance overall
delivery

Help ensure proper
resources are deployed
in the right place, at the
right time

Understand employees
requirements across
brands, models and
regions to drive a winning
culture

Further develop
programmes and
initiatives across all
brands to create the right
environment for our
people and guests

HR operating model

Culture of improvement

HR and IT

Work environment

An included and flexible HR model that supports
strategy and meets business needs.
Further development of the HR Shared Services
model

Delivering and measuring customer
requirements to help ensure alignment and
effectiveness
Standardise processes and make it easier for
customers to do business with us

Help ensure that HR systems integrated and
support objectives and decision making.
Systems capability developed and the
implementation of LMS system

Facilitating a positive and engaging work
environment through further development of
programmes and initiatives. Everyone has
clarity over HR’s role in the business

Brand training
2008 HR
Deliverables

Excellent returns

4.

HR
Customer
Objectives

Stakeholder
Objectives & Required
Capabilities

Vision

Training programmes focused on key roles and
skills to improve front line service
Succession management and training programmes
to help ensure a leadership pipeline

Talent acquisition and management



Resourcing strategy focused on operations in priority 
markets
Tools, programmes and development opportunities in 
place to deliver the right skill set

Our commitment

Organizational capabilities
Performance and competency assessments
implemented to define capability
Global succession planning programme in place,
focusing on key roles and markets




Roll out Compensation and Benefits strategy and
communications programme
Assessment of job criteria and grading to help ensure
global consistency and understanding across all
brands

Strategic Alignment
Self Assessment



Have you identified 2016 HR customer objectives that align directly with
the core capability requirements of your business?



Is the HR Vision/Mission derived from and linked to key customer
objectives?



Have you created enablers of your HR practice that support the HR
vision and mission?



Have you created your 2016 HR deliverables you can tie directly to HR
practice enablers and customer objectives?



Do analytics capabilities deliver data that drives business decisions?



Is you utilization of cloud services tied to business processes?



Mobility applications –have you identified where and when you need
them?



Are you using technology to enable change?

Take a moment and answer the following…

Allocate one column to each of
the identified business objectives
for the project

Allocate one row to
each project

Business Objectives
1

2

3

Duration
4

Identify the costs
associated with each
phase of the project

Identify the timeline
for the project

5

Expense

(months) Development Implementation Maintenance

1

HR Initiatives

2

3

4

5

Assess the value that the HR project makes toward each of
the identified business objectives using the following scale:
6
Red: Low Value
Amber: Medium Value
Green: High Value

Example HR Initiative Audit

Describe the net
effect of the project
on the HR Strategy
(+ or -)

Impact
What?

How?



Client #1 – Full HR Audit



Client #2 – Mini HR Audit focused on Compensation Practices



Client #3 – Leadership Audit

Case Studies

Step #1: Commitment


Engage stakeholders



Confirm Scope of Audit

Step #2: Data Collection


Develop the audit questions



Collect and analyze the data



Benchmark results against internal and/or external measures

Step #3: Report and Recommendations


Report the findings & recommendations



Create a plan to address issues

HR Audit Process

Costs associated with….


…a poor hire



…a workers compensation claim



…time to interpret confusing vacation/benefit information



…inadequate succession planning



…handling a wage and hour claim



…defending an EEOC claim



… not managing poor performance



… rewarding non value added performance



…investing in the wrong technology



…no alignment with business drivers and strategy

Cost/Benefit of an HR Audit

Q&A

Overview Guidebook


Overview Conducting an HR Audit



Leadership Audit Process Overview



Sample Stakeholder Questions



Sample Document Request list



Links to Operational/Functional HR Audit
Questions assessing alignment by function

<insert link>

Presentation Bonus: HR Audit Guidebook

Thank You

